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| ABOUT T-FACTOR

The dilemma of urban regeneration is often
evident in our cityscapes, witnessed by
unfinished neighbourhoods, brand-new
buildings standing empty, soulless districts
and dynamics of displacement often labelled
as ‘gentrification’. We need new urban
regeneration models and tools to keep pace
with rapid change and emerging needs
across cities and local communities. Urban
regeneration is not only about cities’
hardware such as buildings and
infrastructure; it is a fundamental reboot of
the urban software - the social, economic and
cultural fabric that makes cities thrive and
mitigate against present and future risks.
T-Factor is a Horizon 2020 project that seeks
to contribute to the spread of temporary or
‘meanwhile’ uses* as viable tools for more
inclusive, sustainable and flexible urban
regeneration, exploring their potential for
prototyping and anticipating the future our
cities need at the time of climate emergency
and rising inequalities. We believe that the
'meanwhile'** in urban regeneration can
become a strategic lever when it is used as a
means of collective placemaking and
learning in light of more stable uses and
functions. It’s a win-win situation for all
stakeholders at play - government,
developers, academia, business, and citizens.

*With these terms, we refer to the variety
of practices that leverage empty,
abandoned or underused spaces for a
plethora of initiatives, usually with a
temporary or pop-up nature. See the
Glossary
** The time in-between the approval of
regeneration plans, and the actual
delivery of the regenerated spaces. See the
Glossary
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The project intervenes in the context of six
redevelopments (called 'pilots') currently
ongoing across European cities (Aleksotas in
Kaunas, Amsterdam Science Park, Euston
London, MIND Milan, Trafaria in Lisbon and
Zorrotzaurre in Bilbao), developing
temporary use strategies that can enhance
the quality and value of the broader
regeneration, and accelerate time to positive
and inclusive impact for people and the
environment.
Each pilot has generated a vision of what they
want to test and achieve through temporary
uses, which we call missions.
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In Zorrotzaurre, the key mission is
to leverage the meanwhile of
urban regeneration to advance
novel forms of learning and cocreation rooted in societal
challenges. We see this mission
as a unique opportunity for
bridging higher education and
communities on the ground,
unlocking new placemaking
practices that can contribute to a
more inclusive and sustainable
Zorrotzaurre.

| ZORROTZAURRE AND THE
REDEVELOPMENT
Zorrotzaurre is an artificial island located within
the Deusto district of Bilbao. The full opening of
the canal in 2018 - whose construction works
started during the 1950s - symbolically marked
the starting point of the transformation of the
island, one of the most ambitious urban and
social projects of the city.
For decades, Zorrotzaurre has been an important
industrial site specialised on iron, steel and
shipbuilding industry, contributing massively to
boost Bizkaia’s economy. Industrial buildings
such as “Coromina Industrial”, “Metalduro
Mefesa” or “Cromoduro” still remain as good
testimonies of what was once the skyline of
Zorrotzaurre.
The decline of the area started in the 1980s hand in hand with the global industrial crisis,
and many local industries were forced to close or relocate elsewhere. The area went
through progressive disinvestment and abandonment, with buildings and infrastructure
that increasingly experienced decay and degradation. Today, barely 500 people live in the
area and living standards - including in terms of housing, mobility, green spaces and basic
services - have been deteriorating over the years. However, Zorrotzaurre is also home to a
diversity of small cultural and creative activities - almost community-led - that in recent
years have located in former industrial sites, contributing to the emergence of a
“meanwhile” that has provided the island with social life and economic activity.
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THE REGENERATION
PROJECT
The Zorrotzaurre project is the
most recent and major
redevelopment in Bilbao. The
regeneration is meant to revert
abandonment and decay in the
island, transforming it into a mixed
used site where housing and
knowledge-based economies
coexist side by side - further
developing and boosting the
culture-led transformation of the
city that already started in the 90s
with the Guggenheim Museum.

The masterplan was designed by the Anglo-Iraqi architect Zaha Hadid in 2004 and
further revised in 2007 to incorporate the full opening of the Canal. It envisions
Zorrozaurre as a sustainable, innovative, knowledge- based island that will have life
24/7. The transformation will turn Zorrotzaurre into a new business district, influencing
the entire city.
Following the narrative of “becoming an island”, the plan converts the waterfronts into
pathways with green spaces and educational, sports and cultural services, and it lays
out housing in strips, perpendicular to the river and the canal, to ensure that
everywhere has a sight of water. In terms of environmental sustainability, the island will
have flood risk reduction systems, zero-emissions buildings, 100% electric public
transport, spaces for electric cars, and a pumping and cleaning system for street
cleaning and irrigation.

| T-FACTOR'S MISSION IN ZORROTZAURRE

Zorrotzaurre is currently one of the largest redevelopments in Bilbao, which aims to
transform this former industrial site into a hub of creativity, innovation and social
innovation. Prestigious universities such as IED Kunsthal, DigiPen, Mondragon
University have recently settled in the island and others will soon come, joining an
existing ecosystem of (mostly grassroots and small) cultural and creative organisations
that in the past 10 years have contributed to keeping the site alive and vibrant. This will
provide the opportunity to further boost the transformation of the whole of Bilbao into a
knowledge-based and cultural urban hub. However, the redevelopment of Zorrotzaurre
also holds challenges. Not only is there a question mark around whether the
regeneration will be able to replicate the well-known Bilbao’s effect; a key question is
also around the future of the grassroots organisations and communities that have been
active in the area for years, and how we can mitigate the risk of disrupting and
displacing their relational capital and social and economic value as the redevelopment
will progress and new tenants and high profile actors will establish on site.
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Acknowledging this challenging context, the main mission of the Zorrotzaurre
Pilot is to explore how temporary uses can be testbeds for innovative
collaborations between local Universities, grassroots organisations and
thematic experts from T-Factor, advancing novel forms of learning and
experimentation driven by urban challenges and rooted in collaborative
creation of urban spaces. Linking higher education with the practice on the
ground of community organisations can be a unique opportunity to test and
advance new ‘civic curricula’ that allow young students to gain practical
experience in civic responsibility and learn to understand and address growing
vulnerabilities through the lenses of placemaking and temporary uses.
Besides, it is an opportunity to advance innovative ways of teaching and
learning that put societal challenges at the very centre of Universities’
missions and cross-sector collaboration, boosting imagination,
interdisciplinarity, creative team-based abilities and, above all, capability for
learning in complexity.
Within this context, the pilot will run 3 learning modules addressed to
university students as part of their curricula, each focussed on a specific urban
challenge that will inform the design brief, and that will accompany the
students throughout the design and delivery of physical prototypes that are
relevant to the challenges. Each module is steered by one of the three
Universities partnering the initiative (IED Kunsthal, Mondragon University and
University of Deusto) within official degree courses, and developed in
collaboration with grassroots organisations and with the local and
international partners of T-Factor.
The thematic modules are:

1. Urban design for sociality and wellbeing (T-Factor in
collaboration with IED Kunsthal)
2. A Circular Island (T-Factor in collaboration with Mondragon
University)
3. Climate Resilience at Neighbourhood level (T-Factor in
collaboration with University of Deusto)
Although each module will follow the specific timeline of the collaborating
University, they will be all implemented in the period September 2022 - July
2023.

LEARNING MODULE

Circular economy and
resilience at
neighborhood level

| DESIGN BRIEF

HOW CAN WE ESTABLISH A
RESOURCE SHARING SYSTEM
THAT SUPPORTS
SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND
CONVIVIALITY IN
ZORROTZAURRE?

MONDRAGON UNIVERSITY
DEGREE IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES
(UNDERGRADUATE)
YEAR 1 OF THE ACADEMIC CURRICULUM
SELECTED MODULES
SEMESTER 1 (SEPT / JAN):
NEW CHALLENGES, NEW SKILLS FOR THE 21ST
CENTURY (6 ECTS)
IDENTITIES, CULTURE AND MIGRATIONS (10 ECTS)
THE GLOBAL ECONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION OF
WEALTH (10 ECTS)
SEMESTER 2 (FEB / JUNE):
DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABLE FUTURES (10 ECTS)
HYBRID INTELLIGENCE (10 ECTS)
Professors
Aitor Zuberogoitia
Beñat Flores
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| ABOUT THE BRIEF
In a society where resources are limited, the
energy consumption and environmental impact
derived from the production of new consumer
goods is in question and where the economy
based on mass consumption has come to an end,
how can we leverage temporary uses to unlock a
more responsible and ethical production
processes and consumer society?

HOW CAN WE
ESTABLISH A RESOURCE
SHARING SYSTEM THAT
SUPPORTS
SUSTAINABLE
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND
CONVIVIALITY IN
ZORROTZAURRE?

In the Zorrotzaurre neighbourhood, there are also a series of specific circumstances
such as the problems with construction waste, the informal recycling networks that
use the Zorrotzaurre neighbourhood as a deposit, and the disconnection of different
grassroots initiatives operating on the island with respect to the local residents. These
circumstances are further spiced up by a series of opportunities offered by the
neighbourhood such as: the availability of tools and materials among the grassroots
initiatives operating on the island; the availability of vacant spaces and workshops; the
capacities and resources available to these collectives; and the fact that one of the
residents' association already works with the aforementioned informal recyclers.
To this end, this design brief looks for prototypes, processes and business models that
reimagine Zorrotzaurre’s communities, streets, fabrication processes, and/or waste
management to principles and qualities of circular, collaborative and sharing
economy. These broad qualities and principles can be explored through prototypes
that may embrace new processes, approaches and knowledge regarding both the use
of space and the use of materials, including - but not limited to - durability, reuse,
remanufacturing and recycling of materials and products, collaborative urban
production or digitizing circularity and business model innovation Some examples for
reference and inspiration can be found here.
Prototypes should be developed through a critical approach informed by participatory
and co-creative methods, and test solutions that are relevant to concrete problems,
needs and risks spotted in Zorrotzaurre, with a key focus on how circular business
models and practices could redistribute resources, create local jobs, mitigate waste,
etc.. a key focus on vulnerable and marginalised communities and people. Therefore,
the goal of the prototypes is twofold: i) to address resource efficiency through circular
practices; and ii) promote a more inclusive and more convivial way of developing and
managing such community-oriented practices.
We welcome viable prototypes that demonstrate the potential for unlocking both
economic and environmental benefits, and that can become bold, scalable
innovations for the whole of Zorrotzaurre’s redevelopment. In the development of the
prototypes, students will be encouraged to find strategic synergies with the other
groups of students involved, respectively, in the learning modules on ‘Urban Design for
Sociality and Wellbeing’ and on ‘Climate Change and Resilient cities, in order to
strengthen the innovativeness and viability of the prototypes under design and
development.

| MODULES

| MODULES

| LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
The ultimate goal of the brief is to foster
creative thinking and innovative design
methodologies in address to the broad
topic of climate adaptation and
resilience. Increasingly, societal
challenges require design-led practices
and innovative ways of understanding
and dealing with complex issues, and the
module shall provide students with novel
opportunities of personal and
professional development that are
relevant to sustainable urban
development.
Upon completion of the module,
students will have acquired the following
main knowledge, skills and abilities:
Show interest in knowing the people
with whom they interact and create
environments of trust and
development through active listening,
assertiveness, observation and
authentic communication.
Collect and analyze data to prepare a
diagnosis on the distribution of
resources in the area.
Identify real problems in urban
contexts that serve as a starting point
for the design of new alternatives.
Design technology-based proposals
that incorporate elements of
sustainable human development.
Design and create technological
prototypes (using laser cutters, 3D
printers or programming languages)
to alleviate the socioeconomic needs
of citizens and make a fairer society.

Devise and create prototypes of
solutions aimed at promoting
equality, equity and sustainability in
the context of the digital society and
also at improving the technological
equipment of a district or territory.

| METHODOLOGY
The project will be carried out in 5 stages
in groups of 3/4 people per team (7
teams) with the mentoring of the
professors and external experts.
The stages will follow a typical Design
Thinking process:
Design brief and introduction
Exploration and definition
Ideation
Prototyping
Implementation, testing, refinement
and evaluation

| DELIVERABLES
After each of the stages, at least one
deliverable will be developed:
A design brief after 3rd week
A workshop after the 4th week
An idea-poster after the 8th week
A prototype after the 14th week
A pitching after 18th week

| PARTNERS

Tecnalia
Research and Innovation

Mondragon University

UOC Open University of Catalonia

| PROFESSORS

Aitor Zuberogoitia & Beñat Flores
PhD. Researchers and lecturers at Mondragon University, and coordinators of the Bachelor’s
Degree in Global Digital Humanities (GDH).

| INTERNATIONAL LECTURERS
JORGE GARCÍA (TECNALIA)
Mr. Jorge García works as Project Manager at Fundación
Tecnalia Research & Innovation where he manages projects
in the field of digital cultures and digital social innovation.
With an academic background in the field of Information
Science and Human-Computer Interaction, his current
interests focus on the intersection of technology and society
as well as ethical issues and societal impact arising from the
use of technology.
He has been involved, both at research and managerial level,
in many international collaborative research projects such as
OPENMAKER, PLUS, T-FACTOR or URBANITE (all of them
Horizon 2020) among others, all of them with an important
component of digital social innovation.

DR. VASILIS NIAROS
Dr. Vasilis Niaros is a Post-doctoral Researcher at the Urban
Transformation and Global Change Laboratory (TURBA) at
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya. His research interests
include urban commons, smart city, makerspaces,
sustainability transitions, social policy, and technology.
Vasilis is a Core Member at the P2P Lab, a community-driven
research hub and makerspace based in Ioannina that is
interested in interdisciplinary research on free and opensource technologies and practices.
In addition, Vasilis is the Research Coordinator of the Fab City
Foundation which aims at promoting the development of
resilient and sustainable cities, based on local production
and global collaboration.

BLANCA CALVO-BOIXET
Blanca Calvo-Boixet is a research assistant and doctoral
student at the Urban Transformation and Global Change
Laboratory (TURBA) at Universitat Oberta de Catalunya. Her
work focuses on the socio-economic dimensions of urban
development, particularly in the relationship between
“formal” and “informal” systems and participatory processes.
Her professional experience combines research, teaching
and practice, creating links between the three with the
intention of making these fields more interconnected and
relevant to each other.

| LECTURES CONTENT
Digital Social Innovation
JORGE GARCÍA
An overview of Human-Centred Design for designing systems, services, spaces and products
and the use of digital design thinking techniques and tools to carry out social innovation
projects. We will analyse success stories in which this methodology is applied in the search
for innovative solutions with a high social impact
Led by Jorge García from Tecnalia Research & Innovation, this keynote will take students on a
journey to understanding how putting people at the centre of design processes helps to
meet their needs by prioritising social impact over technocentric visions.

Design Global, Manufacture Local: The Case of Tzoumakers
This lecture will present a convivial technology development framework using the concept of
“cosmolocal” production. The latter captures the dynamic of dispersed technology initiatives,
which exhibit conceptualisations of living, working and making around the commons. It is a
structural framework for organising production by prioritising socio-ecological well-being
over corporate profits, over-production and excess consumption.
We will explore the case of Tzoumakers, a mountainous community and makerspace in
Greece, and present its relation and cooperation with various similar interconnected places in
urban and rural settings. Ultimately, this lecture will focus on the steps Tzoumakers have
taken to establish a local community and the relevant protocols to manage it, which may be
useful for students in the context of the Zorrotzaurre.

Circular Economy
Circular economy is increasingly becoming mainstream as awareness around economic and
environmental issues increases. This lecture will provide an overview about circularity that will
combine both theoretical concepts and practical elements. We will learn from different
experiences and approaches to circularity in different European cities to show the potential of
circular economy initiatives to support sustainable economic development and conviviality in
Zorrotzaurre.
Students will learn the basic principles of circular economy as well as different ways in which
these can be put in practice to make cities more socially, environmentally and economically
sustainable. The practical experiences will also help students anticipate possible challenges
when translating their ideas into prototypes and equip them with a variety of possible
solutions.

| GLOSSARY

TEMPORARY USE
Temporary use is a practice in urbanism
aiming to revitalize empty spaces in
urban areas, especially abandoned and
decaying buildings. Many spaces are left
empty by owners because they do not
have plans for the space, no capital for its
renovation, or cannot sell or rent the
space at the price they want. Instead of
waiting with an empty space, which can
often mean being additionally taxed by
the municipality, they can offer a
temporary use. This allows various
community members to obtain the space
for their social, cultural, or other needs,
often under more favorable terms. The
property owner often has less
requirements than in the case of a
normal lease: they do not have to
maintain the space and can cancel the
use at a much shorter notice. On the
other hand, temporary users can use the
space at no or symbolic cost, and often
maintain the spaces themselves. (source:
Wikipedia)
MEANWHILE USE
A “meanwhile use” describes a situation
where a site is utilized for a duration of
time before it is turned into a more
permanent end state, taking advantage
of a short window of opportunity.
Meanwhile interventions are tactical and
slot into wider strategies of planned
change. They can help in shaping positive
urban transformation. We evidence the
transitional nature of meanwhile uses
within urban development, where its
primary purpose is to deliver benefits to
the community through predominantly
social outcomes as well as economic and

environmental. It is not exclusive to its
users but inclusive of social need; it
delivers social value, informs longerterm development and drives a new
vision of city making (ARUP, 2020). Not
all temporary uses are meanwhile:
meanwhile uses take advantage of a
window of opportunity on a site, before
and after another use. And not all
meanwhile uses are short term. Some
meanwhile uses are offered long leases,
for instance in regeneration projects
spanning decades. (Source: Centre for
London, 2018).
MISSION-ORIENTED INNOVATION
Mission-oriented innovation is the new
paradigm informing the way in which
research and innovation shall drive
Europe towards climate-neutral, just and
thriving societies and economies. In the
words of the European Commission, ‘EU
Missions are a new way to bring concrete
solutions to some of our greatest
challenges. They will deliver impact by
putting research and innovation into a
new role, combined with new forms of
governance and collaboration, as well as
by engaging citizens. EU Missions [..] aim
to mobilise public and private actors,
such as EU Member States, regional and
local authorities, research institutes,
farmers and land managers,
entrepreneurs and investors to create real
and lasting impact. EU Missions will
support Europe’s transformation into a
greener, healthier, more inclusive and
resilient continent.’* In a nutshell,
missions essentially embrace a new way
of and defining innovation objectives,
making them more concrete, timebound, achievable and capable of
mobilizing different actors and assets in a
joint and collaborative effort of discovery

and learning. In T-Factor, we leverage the
‘meanwhile’ in urban regeneration as a
collective, laboratorial space to address
place-based missions of innovation that
are relevant to broader regeneration
challenges. These missions are designed so
as to respond to pressing local problems,
and to convene local actors in the pursuit
of solutions, pooling material and
immaterial resources that are distributed
in our cities yet often disconnected. Core
to this approach is the understanding of
temporary uses as the opportunity to
define shared goals of urban regeneration,
aligning public and private interests
around the creation of shared public value.

PROTOTYPING
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, a
‘prototype’ can be defined as the first
example of something, such as a
machine or other industrial product, from
which all later forms are developed.
However, prototypes can actually apply to
other things than physical products or
new technologies, so we can consider a
‘prototype’ as a physical manifestation
that represents the vision, otherwise
inaccessible, of a future situation
(Blomkvist and Holmlid, 2011). Starting
from an initial concept or idea,
prototyping can then be carried out at
different levels of resolution or fidelity, i.e
at different levels of refinement which
determine how closely the prototype
resembles the finished product, space,
service, process, etc. (Beaudouin-Lafon &
Mackay, 2007). It is common to
distinguish between low-fidelity
prototypes, which are far from the final
version and thus more open for
discussion; and high-fidelity, which are
very close to the final version and thus
leave less space for discussion (Rudd et
al., 1996). In T-Factor, we understand
‘prototypes’ as the concrete
experimentation of meanwhile ideas

aimed at testing temporary uses that
could potentially become a permanent
feature of the regenerated areas, and/or
inform new uses and functions.
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